
Mapflow Custom

♾
Get as many credits as you need. We provide batch processing capabilities handling a big
volume of imagery at a sufficient level of output quality, generating a lot of features that can be
used for analytics.

Model fine-tuning
It's the option to increase the model quality by spending a relatively small amount of manual
work.
We use "active learning" and other approaches to find the best possible way to meet your data
requirements and the additional work/expenses to be applied.

Model development
Develop a model from the scratch. You can either specify the classes to be extracted or
imagery to be used (e.g. you have your own aerial imagery that is not appropriate for our
current models or the performance on which is not good enough) and to be provided as a
service powered by Mapflow.ai.

Reach out to us to discuss the custom requirements for the model.

API integration
We provide the customizable API integration. Look at open-source Mapflow-QGIS to learn
more about what kind of applications can be built on top of Mapflow API. You can run a copy of
this Postman collection. The Extended support includes any of API implementations.

Extended support
Here is the sample workflow for additional model training to increase the output data quality
and to implement the Mapflow into your Geospatial solution.
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State region (AOI) and features to be extracted. It is also important to share project
requirements, applications and timeline upon your request.
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We analyze and study the AOI with different available models and data sources to prepare
samples for your assessment. We provide access to Maxar, Skywatch and other premium

imagery in Mapflow.
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We share the best output with you to analyze and decide whether further fine-tuning is
required at our end.
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We agree on all the terms and sign the contract, SLA can be included.
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Your UAV / aerial imagery tile-server
In case you host a large volume of raster imagery data (satellite or aerial photos or taken from
UAV) - the fastest way to process it in the Mapflow cloud is to provide it as a tile /
OGC-compatible service. There is a number of software capable of preparing your data to be
requested dynamically over http / https - you will be able to publish and process any part of
your datasets this way.

The on-premises version of Mapflow can be discussed in case your data is limited with some
regulations and cannot be delivered to the external cloud.

Premium imagery ordering (SkyWatch)
Currently, we are working on the implementation of SkyWatch imagery API into the Mapflow.
Users can search for imagery from different satellite data providers, get it processed and place
an order for the new imagery intersecting their area of interest to stay alert. Contact us to get
more details on the integrated service.

Premium imagery access (MAXAR SecureWatch)
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SecureWatch is a service that provides global access to high-resolution satellite images and
imagery basemaps from the world leader in remote sensing, MAXAR, through the subscription
model. The spatial resolution of images varies in the range from 30 cm to 50 cm. All images
are accompanied by metadata, including information about the acquisition date and time, cloud
cover etc.
Mapfow is connected to SecureWatch and enables searching for the imagery, previewing it and
running the AI models on the selected images.

See more on how to get Maxar imagery using our plugin for free and popular QGIS.

Mapflow - Buildings with heights detection
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Mapflow for QGIS using Maxar SecureWatch imagery
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